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Abstract 
This paper describes the difference between the era of mechanical reproduction and the green information age, and 
analyzes the concept of urban planning and the city symbol – the virtual space in green information technology age. 
Through the comparison of Los Angeles and Chicago, it demonstrates comprehensively the development model of 
the city in green information age. Finally, it summarizes the typical feature of urban life in green information age— 
he transition from the center to non-centralized. 
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1. Introduce 
In the 21st century, as the renewal and development of the transportation and communication 
technologies, humans have gradually entered the green era of information society from the age of 
mechanical reproduction. In the era of green information society, with rural and urban together into one, 
the boundaries of urban and rural areas are gradually blurring, and the traditional concept of the city is 
also disappearing. 
2. Green information age and the era of mechanical reproduction in different cities 
In the age of mechanical reproduction, people believed rationality, science and industry, pursued the 
unity of society, and thought all these would bring about justice and happiness to human. However, in the 
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era of green information society, people believed emotional rationality and pursued a diverse, co-
existence perceptual world. 
In general, the modern urban planning theory is rooted in the history of mechanical reproduction age, 
in particular, the Enlightenment, scientism, market economy, and the third level dominant interest to the 
government. 
2.1. The age of mechanical reproduction 
It is a microcosm of industrial society, and the extreme manifestation of instrumental rationality that 
cities are mechanically reproduced. German sociologist Beck (Ulrich Beck) thought that the era of 
mechanical reproduction is a city of "organized irresponsibility of society", and a risky society. 
Everywhere crisis, trouble everywhere, everywhere pollution. 
The urban landscape in the age of Mechanical reproduction has seven features: concrete jungle and 
huge buildings, the vast space lack of trees, rational order, stiff and rigid highway, the activities 
dominated by motor vehicles, the center of the energy and water supply, large supermarkets, shopping 
centers and entertainment sports facilities. 
As the ecological crisis and social risks brought about by industrialization are growing, people begin to 
have a sense of environmental protection and risk. In order to guarantee the quality of life, people plagued 
by problems began to shift their attention to the person. They began to notice the city's ecology and the 
aesthetic quality of life. The factor of Person's feelings and psychological, thus became an important 
factor in urban planning. And people began to focus on shaping the image of the city. 
Lynch in the book "image of the city," pointes out that there are five main factors which constitute the 
image of the modern city: (1) Road; (2) border; (3) Social domain; (4) node; (5) logo. 
Motor vehicle roads include general road, highway, walking trails, tunnels and railway. Road is the 
major factor which constitutes the Image of the city. People move on the road to get the city's scene. The 
psychological experience also started from the road. Boundary can be constituted by the coast, rivers, 
railway lines, walls, walls and fences form. They can serve as a geographical reference, but can not 
completely replace the function of coordinates. The city is divided into different sections and scene by 
area. There are some historical factors in the formation of the region. After absorption and shape, these 
factors form the unique atmosphere and the formation of regional image. Region's unique character is an 
important element of urban light. Node is a focal point, where people or vehicles gather and scatter. Node 
indirectly involves in shaping the image of the region. Thus the region impact radiates externally. Logo is 
a prominent buildings, historical monuments or natural landscape in the city. The role which these factors 
play in the modern practice of urban planning can not be ignored. Lynch believes that the city's beauty 
does not only lie in harmony of the urban layout, but also comes from the psychological feeling. The 
design of urban space must be concerned about the perception of human psychology and pay more 
attention to the real needs of human physiology, reflecting the principles of humanism. 
3. Information society era of green urban planning concept 
In the era of green information society, co-exist instead of consensus, "emotional reason" instead of 
instrumental rationality. The diversity and richness of the world replace the urban social single, boring 
and depressing life in the age of mechanical reproduction. Thus, the life which the era of green 
information society brings is a relaxed, happy emotional life. The planning concepts of green information 
society are mainly shown in the following seven areas: 
 The age of green information society is an anti-instrumental rationality of thinking.     
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The planning principles in the age of mechanical reproduction emphasize the pursuit of truth and order 
to produce clear and rational urban hardware, which lead to the solidified and rigid city's space. The space 
design in the era of green Information society focuses on the feelings, and realizes the transition from the 
hard urban environment to the creation of city-based soft feel, so the planning is often ambiguous and 
changeable. As the city is a complex space of multi-body interaction, it reflects a multi-dimensional 
principle of tolerance and harmony. 
 The planning concepts in the era of green Information society try to break the single framework 
monopoly of Hegelian logic. 
Green Information Society claims the coexistence of the multiple values. The times of mechanical 
reproduction requires the same and single values, which can not tolerate a different ideology or 
philosophy. The age of information society pursues an open, diverse, and more inclusive concept of urban 
society, rather than the closed city and society atmosphere. 
The green information society era claims to explain the development of the city from the overall 
framework of history, against the means of the fragmented history to explain the reality in the age of 
mechanical reproduction. They believe that urban planning should be placed in historical context. 
The green information society era tends to the fuzzy space design. The urban planning in the era of 
green information society led by the softly environment, emphasizes the subject and subjectivity, which 
takes the design of Chinese classical gardens as model, to clear the air suspension, in pursuit of winding, 
Buddhist temple flowers and trees, making people never find way to determine or target. 
The transformation of urban space in the era of green information society is art and design, which 
focuses on the psychological sense and abandoned the monotonous pragmatism "box" concept of 
mechanical reproduction. The green information society leads the city's aesthetic into the delicate, 
beautiful sensory world. 
The urban planning of green information society owns a virtual space beyond material. The 
development of digital networks makes the design of green information society era get rid of the shackles 
of natural space, and establish a non-spatial concept of the city. People's lives are no longer limited by the 
geographic space, which can go beyond the natural geographical communities to extending to the level of 
virtual geographic communities. The urban planning in the era of green information society is no longer a 
simple design of physical geography, but rather a transformation of the natural and virtual geographical 
space.  
4. The symbolizes of the era of green information society - virtual space 
Green information era is an accumulation and duplicate space concept. In the same area it may exist 
multiple space, such as substance space (nature state and technical power), mental space (self-
consciousness or psychological state), culture space (the ideology of society), and society space (social 
mechanism and organizational state). 
William J.Mitchell believes that the road of human urbanization can not go too far. Because the digital 
revolutions bring to new economic forms and new space of virtual. It will replace the traditional 
substance space, promoting the city to non-urban development. Now, the competition between virtual 
space and substance has become fierce. Migration is no longer the only way to improve the human beings 
living standard. Cyberspace has provided more opportunity for human beings. The city model which 
people familiar to is beginning to loss its existence of necessity. 
In the age of green information, virtual devices will replace the traditional material facilities such E-
banking replace the city's banks, Cities needn’t so many material construction and don’t require a mount 
of office equipments. It is the same effect that replaces the large equipment with small entities. In daily 
life, non-materialistic means of communication replaced the traditional mail. The carrier of information 
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transfers from one material to the digital devices and the screen that can be repeatedly used. Paperless 
communication, you can save a lot of paper and time. The digital technology makes the remote and non-
material service possible like remote monitoring, remote diagnosis, remote surgery, remote commerce, 
distance learning, teleconferencing and so on. These remote services can save time, reduce transportation 
costs and dependence on motor vehicles, while helping to improve work efficiency. People’s life and 
work achieve integration; they can work and deal with daily work matters at home, save the time that 
wasting on the road. Industrial productions of non-intelligent require standardized scale production to 
reduce costs and save time. Productions of individual and special products usually need to pay higher fees. 
The computer age of intelligent machines can automatically adapt to the specific requirements of 
individual production of personalized products. 
These changes will make the traditional life shift from dependence on physical devices to a more 
flexible system of soft social life. 
5. A case study: the Los Angeles and Chicago 
Los Angeles is located in the southwest coast of the American continent. It is often reminiscent of the 
endless suburbs of open terrain, strange buildings, highways, sun, waves and misty smoke. The movies 
and television programs sold around the world from Hollywood enhanced or exaggerated the images of 
Los Angeles. Of course, Los Angeles and other cities are different in many ways. For example, Chicago 
has been recognized as the prototype of industrial cities, while Los Angeles is in sharp contrast with it. 
For decades, urban planners have been using the rules of "Chicago School"(Chicago Schoo1) to analyze 
and study in other cities. 
Now, our future vision and projections of urban development is also facing new challenges. The new 
born "Los Angeles School” respects the multi-center and low-density model of urban development, which 
is a challenge to the dominant position of Chicago. 
Concern the number of population, Chicago is already the second largest city in the United States. Five 
urban areas (Los Angeles, Ventura, San Bernardino, Riverside and Orange City) form a circular area to 
downtown Los Angeles as the center, the length of nearly sixty miles. Although the five-city area of 
account for only 5% of the total area of California, but the 90s 20th century this ring zone population and 
personal income has accounted for half of the state, per capita GDP ranked fourth in the world. This area 
is also known for extraordinary consumption patterns, only the Los Angeles a day, a car with sales of 
more than 2 000 vehicles, of which 20% of Rolls-Royce, account for 70% of registrations in California. 
Los Angeles, there are four basic types of terrain "balanced system ": the coastal city of hills (Beverly 
Hills, Bai Laier, etc.), plain (the endless expanses of the central plain) and auto-specific area (highway). 
Beach City: Los Angeles beaches are the world's largest coastal city; 
Hill: There's a financial center and mountain - Hill Ecological entirely residential area on the narrow 
and winding streets. The steep road leading to residential areas, to date, there is still due to be completely 
blocked and overgrown with weeds, emitting a thick atmosphere of paradise.  
Freud plain: the endless plains separated by roads streets; the simple buildings surrounded by scattered 
neighborhoods obtained are not easily distinguishable; crosses a highway, there are many, many other 
scenes. 
San Diego car turn from the highway down from the highway down like a home. In Los Angeles, 
whether it is domestic travel or visiting friends and relatives, to the destination is not the end. This is 
different corners and highways, twelve miles long street but at home in front of the fast lane. Overall, the 
highway network is the most easy to understand where the kingdom of the mind adhesion, is the perfect 
way of life. 
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Natural framework decision is not the overall urban expressway, but shade Boulevard in Los Angeles. 
Avenue is a street shade the face, it has three functions: First, establish a trunk link in the city; Second, 
travel and commercial traffic for the public provision of road framework; third, the adjacent 
neighborhoods separated. The role of shade Road is not only built up an organization model, they also 
constitute the indispensable protection of urban space barrier, and have not ignored the social and 
political significance. Today, these frameworks lines to the various municipal authorities in the region 
organically linked.  
An increasingly varied, there is no organized system; it is this fragmentation of the metropolis of Los 
Angeles provides the driving force for development. With this change comes a post-modern 
consciousness and culture, the reconstruction of ideology, they are changing the way we experience the 
social existence. The downtown likes the jail of Los Angeles, which is from the strategic management of 
social behavior to be monitored. "Golf Club" and" Castle" together out of the center, decorated in the 
form of the channel in the shade. The result is the structure of the city like a quilt, composed by a number 
of pieces of debris, but the fundamental economic rationality and is closely linked. This Los Angeles than 
more like combined by the theme park such as Disneyland than ever. 
Metropolitan spatial extension of social diversity promotes a strong and effective local self-
government. These all aspects of life can be seen, including political, employment, family, culture and 
environment. Los Angeles is an important result of natural extension; it may represent a new style of 
politics centrifugation. The area was divided into many independent territories; leaders have to kill 
perennial East to fight the West (for example, Los Angeles City nearly one hundred kinds of local 
governments, including Los Angeles. There are many overlapping area). 
Urban evolution in the 20th century most of the time dominated discourse Forum (in Chicago as an 
example), and now we have to fancy the basis of Southern California, the adoption of a new viewpoint. 
Chicago School model is the most enduring theory of partition theory and the concentric circles. They 
consist of E • W • Burgess (Burgess) proposed to describe the evolution of different regions of the 
process of urban society. Burgess made several assumptions: the surface is uniform; together towards a 
single center of the city; space outward from the center of free competition and the development of the 
concept. Burgess Based on these assumptions reached a conclusion: the city tends to form a series of 
concentric zones. Central Business District (CBD) is the core idea of the theory Burgess. Most of the 20th 
century, urban research program is based on concentric circles and the fan structure of rules and a variety 
of urban nuclear theory. 
The world faces the prospect of a peaceful century; Southern California is expected to become the 
capital of the world. Los Angeles is the 2l century model of urban development, and now, "medium" city 
unprecedented attention. 
We are now needed to focus on is that we as a new form of colonialism things in space, the space 
completely urbanized, is a multi-core but independent of the county, the famous metropolis it is separate 
in form, But adjacent to, as a new form of colonial space, they first appeared in the city five thousand 
years of history. 
The green message of the city has more population; multi-core, unlike the traditional urban pattern, as 
only a master of the center of development; have a more dynamic career base, can be used as residential 
areas, especially for white-collar middle class use . This area appears to have four distinguishing 
characteristics: After the outskirts of space organization, informational capitalism, consumer protection 
movement and cosmopolitanism. 
6. Conclusion - Turning from the center of non-center 
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In the information society, a large number of people no longer gather in large cities, large cities, 
central city, but more evenly distributed in the earth. 
Non-center of the living, in politics, one can reduce the social burden of bureaucracy; the other hand, 
the dictator can not effectively control the living and the social order. In military affairs, a center of the 
community, the invading enemy once controls of the countries’ economic, political and military focus, 
can control the entire country. In the non-centralized society, the political, economic and social 
organization is decentralized; the enemy can not afford to destroy or permanently occupied by various 
non-center positions of the organization, and therefore can not control society's resources and long-term 
residents in a variety of activities. 
The transformation of modern society, in addition to digital technology provides the material facilities, 
energy, decentralization is the key. The use of digital technology and development depends on a secure 
energy supply. Scattered and independent individuals without energy supply system, the process of 
urbanization can not be reached to the remotest areas. Modern urban pattern, it can not be transformed 
into Utopia type of social structure. Non-centralized energy supply, generally based on renewable energy 
such as solar, wind, water and the local potential to produce bio-energy. Renewable energy will not be 
exhausted, nor will it pollute the environment, not to present and future burden on society. 
Non-centralized energy system, the establishment and development, help free humanity from the 
shackles of biochemical energy, and thus to create more space to display their human ability. After the 
urban society, that mankind towards the establishment of a free for Utopia, so that people living in an 
environmentally friendly, sophisticated, laid-back art world. In this environment of the art world, the 
virtual space of the virtual space and physical space to promote mutual penetration of life to escape the 
absolute dependence on the physical space and power control, thinking out of the fetters of a single 
logical doctrine, individual liberty into a fresh The Happy realm. 
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